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INCLUSIONS AND NONINCLUSION OF

SPACES OF CONVOLUTION OPERATORS

BY

MICHAEL G. COWLING AND JOHN J. F. FOURNIER(!)

ABSTRACT.   Let G be an infinite, locally compact group.   Denote

the space of convolution operators, on G, of strong type (p, q) by ¿'(G).

It is shown that, if |1/<J - 1/21 < ll/p - 1/21, then ¿J?(G) is not included

in ¿p(G).   This result follows from estimates on the norms, in these spaces,

of Rudin-Shapiro measures.   The same method leads to a simple example

of a convolution operator that is of strong type (q, q) for all q in the inter-

val (P. P) but is not of restricted weak type (p, p) or of restricted weak type

(p\ p).  Other statements about noninclusion among the spaces ¿3(G) also

follow from various assumptions about G.   For instance, if G is unimodular,

but not compact, 1 < p, q, r, s < «, with p < q, and min(s, /) < min(q, p'),

then i£(G) i* not included in Lsr(G).

Using Zafran's multilinear interpolation theorem for the real method,

it is shown that, if 1 < p < 2, then there exists a convolution operator on

G that is of weak type (p, p) but not of strong type (p, p); it is not known

whether such operators exist when p > 2, but it is shown that if p # 1, 2, »,

then there exists a convolution operator that is of restricted weak type

(p, p) but is not of weak type (p, p).

Many of these results also hold for the spaces of operators that

commute with left translation rather than right translation.   Further refine-

ments are presented in three appendices.

1.  Introduction. Throughout the paper, we let G denote a locally compact

group, and we write the group operation multiplicatively.  For an element a of

G we denote the unit point mass at a by e(a); if/is an object on G such that

the convolutions e(a) * f and / * [e(a)] are defined, then we refer to these prod-

ucts as the left and right translates of/by a, and we also denote then by L(a)f

and R(a)f, respectively. By a convolution operator on G, we mean a linear oper-

ator, from one space of functions on G that is closed under right translation to

another such space, that commutes with right translation; that is, T is a convolu-
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tion operator if T(R(a)f) = R(a)(Tf) for aU a in G, and all /in the domain of T.

Some authors use terminology such as centralizer, convoluteur, or multiplier

operator for what we caU a convolution operator.

Let m be a left-invariant Haar measure on G, and form the usual Lebesgue

spaces LP(G) with respect to m; as usual, we refer to members of LP(G) as func-

tions although they are really equivalence classes of functions. Denote the norm

on LP(G) by ||-|| . Let CC(G) be the space of all continuous functions on G with

compact support. For p and q in the interval [1, °°], we let LP(G) be the space

of aU convolution operators T, with domain CC(G), for which there exists a

constant D such that

(1) II27H,<WIIP    for all / in CC(G).

Equivalently, we can regard Lq(G) as the space of aU bounded Unear operators,

from the closure of CC(G) in LP(G) to Lq(G), that commute with right translations;

we then give Lq(G) the operator norm, making it a Banach space.

An operator T satisfying inequality (1) is said to be of strong type (p, q).

If q < <*>, then T is said to be of weak type (p, q) provided there exists a constant

D such that

(2) m {x E G: \Tf(x)\ > X} < (D\\f\\p¡\)q,

for all X > 0 and aU / in the domain of T.   Finally, T is said to be of restricted,

weak type (p, q) if inequality (2) holds whenever X > 0 and / is the characteristic

function of a set of finite measure.

Many important convolution operators in harmonic analysis are of weak

type (1, 1) but not of strong type (1, 1); see [Ste 3] for examples. Simple

examples are given in [SW 1], for 1 < p < <*>, of operators that are of weak

type (p, p) but not of strong type (p, p); these operators, however, are not con-

volution operators. If the group G is amenable, then every convolution operator

of weak type (2, 2) is in fact of strong type (2, 2). It was conjectured that the

same might be true with the index 2 replaced by any p in the interval (1, 2),

but Misha Zafran recently showed [Zaf 2], for various infinite, locally compact,

abelian groups, that, for each p in the interval (1, 2), there exists a convolution

operator that is of weak type (p, p) but not of strong type (p, p). One of the

main results of the present paper is that such convolution operators exist on any

infinite, locally compact group.

This result is proved in §3. Two key elements in the proof are Zafran's

multiUnear interpolation theorem for the real method, and some estimates on

the norms, in the spaces LP(G), of Rudin-Shapiro measures. These estimates are

obtained in §2, where they are used to give a quick proof that, if G is infinite,

and \llq - 1/2| < |l/p - 1/2|, then Lq(G) is not included in LP(G). In §4, we
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use simüar methods to obtain noninclusion theorems for the spaces 7,'(G) with

p + q.

§5 concerns inclusions between spaces of operators that commute with

left translation rather than right translation. If G is unimodular, then the same

inclusions hold for these spaces as for the spaces Lq(G). We show, however, that

if G is not unimodular, then there are no inclusions between these spaces; we

also consider inclusion relations for modified versions of these spaces, and we

then recover analogues of the results that hold for the spaces L^(G).

We have relegated some results of three appendices, because the statements

of these results are complicated, or because their proofs have Uttle in common

with the methods used in the rest of the paper. In Appendix 1, we consider

relations between the structure of G and and the inclusion properties of the

spaces Lq(G); a typical result is that, if G is a near-connected, unimodular, locaUy

compact group, and if Lq(G) C Lsr(G) for indices p, q, r, s with 1 < p < q < °°,

and 1/p - 1/q > l/r - 1/s, then G has a compact, normal subgroup N such that

G/N is a semisimple Lie group, with finite centre. In Appendix 2, we consider

inclusions between the spaces of convolution operators that map one Lorentz

space into another Lorentz space; we show that, if G is infinite, and p # 1, 2, °<>,

then there exists a convolution operator of restricted weak type (p, p) that faUs

to map Lp'q(G) into Lp,r(G) whenever q > 1 or r < °°. FinaUy, in Appendix 3,

we offer a generalization to noncompact groups of the known fact that, if G is

compact, and 1 < p < 2, then aU the spaces 7j(G) with q < p coincide with the

space of convolution operators of weak type (p, p).

2. Rudin-Shapiro measures. If p is a finite, regular, Borel measure, with

total variation ||p||, and if f G LP(G), then the convolution p* /belongs to LP(G),

and

(3) llM*/llp<IMIII/llp

[HR, 20.12]. Thus, we can identify p with the operator / I—+• p * / which

belongs to LP(G) and has norm at most ||p||. In this section, we construct Rudin-

Shapiro measures on any infinite group, and we estimate their norms in the

spaces LP(G). Using these estimates, we show that, if G is infinite, and \l[q -

1/21 < |l/p - 1/21, then Lqq(G) is not included in LP(G). In fact, for each index

p in the interval (1, 2), we give an explicit example of a convolution operator

that is of strong type (q, q) for aU q in the interval (p, p'),but is not of restricted

weak type (p, p) or of restricted weak type (p\ p'); here p' denotes the index

conjugate to p.

Rudin-Shapiro polynomials have been used by Gaudry [Gau] to prove

theorems about noninclusions of spaces of convolution operators on abelian

groups. Rudin-Shapiro measures have been constructed on the circle group by
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Kahane [Kah, pp. 34-36], and used in the study of the Fourier algebra of that

group.

Before constructing such measures on any infinite group, we recaU some

properties of left and right translation. First, for any function /, and aU elements

a and x of G,

(L(a)f)(x)=f(a-Xx);

thus L(a) is an isometry on LP(G) for all p.  Also, if p is a Borel measure and E

is a Borel subset of G, then

(L(a)ß)(E) = p(a~xE).

The corresponding descriptions of right translation are more complicated in

general.  Let A denote the modular function on G  Then

(R(a)f)(x) = A(a-X)f(xa-X)

[HR, 20.9]. This means that, if p is absolutely continuous, then

(R(a)ßXE) « A(a-1)p(zTa-1).

On the other hand, if p is discrete, then

(R(a)ßXE) = ß(Ea-x);

one way to see this is to regard the convolution p * [e(a)] as being carried out

on the group made discrete and hence unimodular.

We now suppose that G is infinite, and we inductively construct Rudin-

Shapiro measures. First, let p0 and a0 both be e(e), the unit point mass at the

identity.  Suppose that pn and on have been defined and are discrete measures

both supported by a finite set Sn ; then choose an element xn of G so that the

sets xnSn and Sn are disjoint, and let

(4) Pn+l =Pn+L(xn)°n>

and

(5) on+x=pn-L(xn)on.

It is easy to verify by induction on « that there are a sequence (yk)k= t of dis-

tinct points of G, and fixed ± 1-valued sequences (riç)k=l and (sk)°° = 1 such

that

2"

(6) Pn = Z rAykl
fc=l

and

(7) on = Z s"ke(yk).
*=i
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We now estimate the norms of these measures in the spaces LP(G).

Lemma 1. Let I <p < °°, and let r = max.(p, p'). Then

(8) 2n" < llpjl     <V2 2"",
Lp

and

(9) 2n/'<||a„|liP<V2 2"/'.

P

Proof.  The key property of these measures is that, if/G CC(G), then

(10) llp„*/lll + llo„*/lll=2"+1||/||2.

This clearly holds if « = 0. On the other hand, by the paraUelogram law,

Hp„+i */ltl + \\an+x *fl\ = 2(||p„ *f\\\ + \\L(xn)on *f\\2)

= 2(\\pn*f\\22 + \\on*f\\2),

and relation (10) foUows by induction on «.  Now, by inequahty (3),

IIPjl/i<IIPj = 2"    and   llpnll_<2"

whüe, by relation (10),

(11) Hp„|Il2<2(»+1>/2.

Therefore, \\pn\\Lp < y/2 2n/r if p = 1, 2, or ». But the Riesz convexity

theorem [SW 2, p. 179] states that Hp„IIlp is a logarithmicaUy convex function

of 1/p, and it follows that \\p„\\Lp < \J2 2n>r for aU p.

To get the lower bound on the norm of pn, we observe that, if /is sup-

ported by a sufficiently small open set, then the functions e(yk) * /, for k =

1, 2, . . . , 2", have disjoint support.  Thus pn * /is a sum of 2" disjointly-sup-

ported left translates off, so that ||p„ * f\\p = 2n/p\\f\\p. This shows that

llpjljp > 2nlp, which is the desired lower bound if p <2. If p >2, we consider

pv, the reflection of pn; that is, pv = Z2." x rke(y~lx). Now,

(12) ¡g [pn * f(x)] g(x)dx = JG /(x)[pv * g(x)] dx;

that is, the adjoint of the map / h-*■ pn * / is the map / l—» pv * /  Tlierefore,

if 2 < p < <», then

IMiP - IIpXH.p' > 2»/"' = 2"/'.
p p'

This completes the proof of statement (8). Clearly, the same arguments apply

with on in place of pn, so that statement (9) is also proved.
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Before stating our theorem about noninclusion of the spaces LP(G), we

summarize the known inclusions of these spaces. First, by a theorem of Wendel

[Wen], L\(G) = Af(G), the space of bounded, regular Borel measures with the

total variation norm; then, by inequality (3), L\(G) C Lp(G) for aU p.  If G is

abelian, then LP(G) - ¿£<G), and LP(G) C Lq(G) whenever \l/q - 1/2| <

|l/p - 1/2|; see [Lar, p. 114]. In fact, these inclusions also hold if G has an

abelian subgroup of finite index, but Daniel Oberlin recently found a compact

group G for which L$(G) ï ¿^(G)  [Obe]. If G is amenable, then LP(G) C

L\(G)   [Her 1], and LP(G) C Lq(G) whenever \l/q - 1/2| < |l/p - 1/2| and q

is on the same side of 2 as p.  The following theorem shows that these inclusions

are strict if G is infinite.

Theorem 2. Let G be an infinite, locally compact group, and let p and

q be indices in the interval [1, °°] satisfying the inequality \ljq - 1/2| < |l/p -

1/2|.  Then the space Lq(G) is not included in the space LP(G).

Proof.  Suppose, to the contrary, that Lq(G) C LP(G). Then the injection

i: Lq(G) —*■ LP(G) must have a closed graph. Indeed, if a sequence (rn)~=1

converges to 0 in Lq(G), and to J in LP(G), then, for aU / in CC(G), we have

that Tnf—*■ 0 in measure, and that Tnf—* Tf in measure; therefore Tf= 0 for

aU such/, and T = 0. This proves that i has a closed graph, and hence, by the

closed-graph theorem, that i must be continuous. On the other hand, the estimates

obtained in Lemma 1 show that

llpMll ,/IIPnll 9 -* °°     as « —► ~.
p q

This contradiction proves that Lq(G) <fL LP(G), and completes the proof of the

theorem.

We now indicate how to construct explicit examples of convolution oper-

ators that belong to Lq(G) but not to LP(G). Fix p in the interval [1,2].

Choose disjointly-supported left translates p'n of the measures p„. The estimates,

on the norm of pn, obtained in Lemma 1 also hold for the norm of p'n. There-

fore, the series

(13) £ 2-"fpp'„
n=0

converges in Lq(G) whenever \l/q - 1/2| < |l/> - 1/2|; let T0 denote the sum

of this series and let

O4) % - Z   2~n'PPn-
n=0

If T0 E LP(G), then, by Riesz convexity, lir0HLo must remain bounded as q
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converges to p from above. But, as in the proof of Lemma 1, we see that

whenever q < 2. Hence

n = 0 )

and llî'olli? aoes not remain bounded as q approaches p from above. Thus

TQ f LP(G), and, by a simüar argument, T0 £ Lp'iG) also. The methods of the

next section can be used to show that T0 is of restricted weak types (p, p) and

ip', p'). Now let S be a real parameter, and consider the series

(is) ¿ (« + ir62-"/"p;,
n=0

which converges in 7,'(G) whenever \l/q - 1/2| < |l/p - 1/2|. Denote the sum

of the series by Ts. If Ts is of restricted weak type ip, p), then by Hunt's

weak-type interpolation theorem [Hun, p. 264], IITgll^o = 0((q -p)_1'p) as q

approaches p from above. If 6 < 0, however, then it follows, as above, that

||r6||Lo grows more rapidly than (q -p)_l'p as q approaches p from above. In

this case, then, Ts is not of restricted weak type ip, p), and, by a simüar argu-

ment, not of restricted weak type ip', p'). SimUar results have been proved by

various authors, using various methods. For instance, if G is compact and infin-

ite, and if 1 < p < 2, then there exists a convolution operator on G that is of

strong type (q, 2) for aU q in the interval ip, 2), but is not of restricted weak

type (p, p)  [Fou, p. 33]. If G is infinite, compact, and abelian, and if 1 < p

< 2, then there exists a convolution operator on G that maps LP,2(G) into L2(G),

but which, for each r > 2, fails to map Lp,r(G) into 7,!(G)  [Misha Zafran,

private communication].  Finally, using the Fefferman-Stein theory of Hp spaces

[FS], E. M. Stein found an example of a convolution operator on the real line

that is of strong type (q, q), for aU q in the interval ip, p'), but not of restricted

weak type ip, p)  [grapevine]. The series (13) and (15) are related to those used

for simüar purposes in [Kat, p. 34] and [Zaf 2].

Remark 1. We can arrange matters so that the set {yk)k-x, which sup-

ports the measures pn and on, has various convenient properties. For instance,

on the circle group, the yk can be chosen to lie in a given, symmetric Cantor

set [Kah, p. 35]. If G is not compact, then, given a compact neighbourhood

V of the identity, the yk can be chosen so that the sets ̂ F are disjoint, as are

the sets Vyk. FinaUy, even if G is not unimodular, the yk can be chosen to Ue

in the kernel of the modular function, because if G is not unimodular, this kernel

is not compact [HR, 38.26].
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3. Convolution operators of weak type. In this section, we show that if

G is an infinite, locally compact group, and if 1 < p < 2, then there exists a con-

volution operator on G that is of weak type (p, p) but is not of strong type (p, p).

Two key elements in the proof are the Rudin-Shapiro measures constructed in

the previous section, and Zafran's multilinear interpolation theorem for the real

method of Lions and Peetre.  Standard references concerning this method are

[BB], [LP], and [Pee]. The intermediate spaces can be defined in several,

equivalent ways; we use the xV-method of Peetre.

Let A0 and Ai be two Banach spaces, both continuously imbedded in some

hausdorff, topological vector space P; then AQ and Ax are said to form an inter-

polation pair.  Identify A0 and Ai with their images in V, so that the spaces

A0 n Al and AQ + Ai are weU defined. Let ||-||0 and 1|-|1 m denote the norms in

A0 and A t respectively. For each element / of A0 and A t, and each positive

real number t, let

K(t;f) = inffJI/ollo + t\\ft\\1:f = f0 +f1,f0EA0,f1 EAJ

then K(-,f) is a nondecreasing function on the interval (0, °°).  Fix parameters

0 and q with 0 < 9 < 1, and 1 < q < °°; let L% denote the space of functions on

(0, °°) that are in Lq with respect to the measure dt/t.  Define the intermediate

space (A0, Ay)g q to consist of aU elements / of A0 + Ax for which the map

t l—► t~8K(t; f) belongs to L%. Define a norm on this intermediate space by

letting

\\fh,q = {S~[reK(t;f)]qf}ilq,   if««»,

and letting ||/||ôo<> = supf t~eK(t;f).  Relative to this norm, (A0, At)e q is a

Banach space. Clearly, (A0, At)g    C A0 + At ; it can also be verified that

A0 DAl C(A0,A1)eq.
The relevance of this machinery to the problem that we are considering

becomes clear when we take A0 and Al to be the spaces LPo(G) and LPl(G),

for distinct indices p0 and pt in the interval [1, °°]. Then, up to equivalence of

norms, the intermediate space (A0, -4x)e q is the Lorentz space Lp,q(G), with

1/p = (1 ~6)/pQ + 8/pt [BB, p. 187]. Lorentz spaces are discussed in [BB, pp.

181—187] and [Hun]. We recall some properties of these spaces.  Fix p in the

interval (1, °°).  Then LP,P(G) is just LP(G) with an equivalent norm; a function

/belongs to LP'°°(G) if and only if there exists a constant C such that m{x EG:

|/(x)| > X} < (C/Xy, for all positive X.  Also, a linear operator T is bounded

from LP,P(G) to Lp'°° if and only if T is of weak type (p, p); finally Tis bounded

from LP'X(G) to LP'°°(G) if and only if T is of restricted weak type (p, p).

Let 1 < p < °°, and let 1 < q, r < °°. Given a locaUy compact group G,
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let Lp,q denote the space of convolution operators T, with domain CC(G), for

which there exists a constant D such that \\Tf\\pr < D\\f\\pq for all /in CC(G).

Here we use ||-||   s to denote the norm in the Lorentz space LP,S(G). Equivalently,

we can regard Lp,r as the space of aU bounded linear operators, from the closure

of CC(G) in Lp-q(G) to Lp'r(G) that commute with right translation. Then Lp'rq

is a Banach space relative to the operator norm, and Lp,p is just LP(G) with an

equivalent norm.

As we observed in the previous section, 7,}(G) C L\(G); therefore the two

spaces form an interpolation pair. Fix parameters 0 and q, with 0 < 8 < 1, and

1 < q < °°.  Let

(16) l/p = (1-6)12+ 6/1;

let r and s be indices in the interval [1, °°] satisfying the relation

(17) l/s=l/r+ 1/q-l.

The following theorem generalizes a result of Zafran [Zaf 2].

Theorem 3. Let G be a locally compact group, and let the parameters

6, p, q, r, and s satisfy the relations above.   Then

(18) (L2(G),L\(G))BitlCLpp:%

and the inclusion mapping is continuous.

Proof.  Adopt the temporary notations D, E, and F for the intermediate

spaces (L\(G), L\(G))e>q, (L2(G), Lx(G))e¡r, and (L2(G), Lx(G))Bs. Since

D C L\(G), the elements of D are convolution operators with domain CC(G).

On the other hand, since CC(G) is dense in LX(G), we can regard L\(G) as a

space of bounded operators on LX(G); simüarly, we can regard L2(G) as a space

of bounded operators on L2(G). Consider the bilinear map

S:L\(G)x [L2(G) n LX(G))] -* L2(G) n LX(G),

defined by letting 5(7", /) = Tf.  Clearly

\\S(T, f)\\2 < 11711 2||/||2    and    \\S(T, /)||, < ||71|    |/|
L2 L\

for all T and /  It therefore foUows from Zafran's multilinear interpolation

theorem [Zaf 1], that there exists a constant C, depending only on 8 and q,

such that \\S(T, f)\\p < q|7iyi/||j, for all T in L\(G), and aU /in L2(G) n

L (G). In Zafran's statement of the theorem, the constant C is equal to 1, but

he uses a different definition for the intermediate spaces, and this leads to norms
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on these spaces that are equivalent to but not equal to the norms that we use.

We rephrase the inequality above as

(19) \\Tf\\F<Q\T\\D\\f\\E,

for all T in L\(G) and all / in L2(G) n LX(G).

If q < °°, then the space L\(G) n L\(G), which is just L\(G), is dense in

D  [BB, p. 170] ; therefore inequality (19) holds for aU T in D and aU /in CC(G).

Now the space E is just Lp,r(G), with an equivalent norm, and the space F is

just LP,S(G), with an equivalent norm. Thus inequality (19) states that if TED,

then T E Lp,sr, and that the inclusion D —* Lp,sr is continuous.

If q = oo, then r — 1, and s = °°; now Lj(G) is not dense in D, but there

exists a constant K such that each element of T of Z) is the limit, relative to the

norm in L\(G), of a sequence (r„)~=1 of elements of L\(G) with IITJI^ <

xYliril^ for all «.   Fix such an element T of D and such a sequence (i",,)"^; fix

/in CC(G). Then the sequence (Tnf)^1 converges, in L2(G), to Tf.  Hence

Tnf-*Tf in measure. Now xT = Lp'x(G) and F = LP'°°(G); therefore,by

inequality (19), ||x"„/||poo < CK\\T\\D\\f\\pA for all «.  It follows that TfE

LP'°°(G), and that \\Tf\\'poo < CK||71|D||/||pil. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Inclusion (18) seems to be strict in general, because L\(G) is dense in

(LIAS!), L\(G))q   , relative to the norm in L\(G), whüe, if G is infinite, compact,

and abelian, then L\(G) is not dense in Lp,sr relative to the norm in L\(G). Indeed,

there exists a subset E of the dual group that is a A(q) set for aU finite q, but is

not a Sidon set [Ebe] ; then every bounded function on E can be uniformly

approximated by restrictions of transforms of elements of Lp'sr, but there exist

bounded functions on E that cannot be uniformly approximated by restrictions

of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms [F-T, p. 31]. Sets with similar properties exist in

the circle group [Sta]. FinaUy, the question of the density of LP(G) in Lq(G),

where 1 < p < q < 2, is settled in [GI].

We now come to the main result of this section.

Theorem 4. Let G bean infinite, locally compact group, and let Kp

< 2. Then the inclusion LP(G) C Lp'p° is strict.

Proof.  It suffices to show that the norms on the two spaces of convolu-

tion operators are not equivalent.  Denote these norms by llilstrong and ll'llweak

Construct Rudin-Shapiro measures (p„)"-o as m *he Previous section, and

choose disjoint left translates (p'n)^0 of these measures. Again, let pN =

S^=0 Tn,pp'n. By convolving pN with a function in CC(G) with sufficiently

smaU support, we see that
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»Mstrong > (   Z  I PN(M)\P)        =     Z   (2-"/P)P • 2"

(20) ^GG ' L"=° J
- (rV+ l)1/p.

To estimate HjUjvllweak' we shall use Theorem 3, with 6 defined by equation

(16), and with q = p\ r = p, and s = °°. To this end, let A0 = L\(G) and

Ax = 7,}(G), and denote the norms on those spaces by ||-||0 and \\-\\x respectively.

By Lemma 1, we have that ||p„||0 <\/22"/2; by Wendel's theorem, \\pn\\x = 2".

Since left translation is an isometry of A0 and Ax, these norm estimates also hold

with p'n in place of pn. We now estimate K(t; pN).

Suppose first that t > 1. Write pN = pN + 0. Then

K(t; pN) < IImjvIIo + t\\0\\x <y/2 ¿  2n^2~xip\
n=0

Since 1/p > 1/2, this sum is bounded above by a constant C that is independent

of N.  Hence

(21) ff [reK(t; pN)]p' dj- < Cp /" t-x-ep'dt.

Suppose next that t < 2~N/2. Write pN - 0 + pN. Then

K(f; pN) < «Olio + illp^ll, < t Z  2"(1"1/p> <Dt2Nlp',
n=0

for a constant 7) that is independent of N.  Hence

£ [reK(t;pN)]p f <D»'2Nfl        tW~xdt.

Now 1 - 6 = 2/p', by equation (16). Therefore, the integral on the right

simpUfies to J"2,- '  tdt, and we conclude that

(22) £">«;%»'*<£.

FinaUy, suppose that 2_7V'2 < t < 1. Let M be the integer such that

2"M/2 < t < 2~(Ai_1)/2; then 0<M<N.  Write

AT M-l

% - Z 2-"/pP; + z 2-»/pP;;
n=M n=0

then, much as above,

K(t; pN) < E[2-M«lp-XM + tfCW-DrV].

for a constant ¿F that is independent of N.  Using the fact that 2~M'2 < r <

2~(M-1)/2, we have that
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K(t\ ßN) < £-[/2(i/p-i/2) + t(i-2ip)} m 2Ete^

by equation (16). Therefore,

(23> í2-xv/2 F9«?' ^)]P' f < W(f) log 2.

Let ||-||int denote the norm in the space (L\(G), L\(G))e   •. Then inequal-

ities (21), (22), and (23) imply that ll%llint = 0(Nxlp') zsN-+°°. Therefore,

by Theorem 3, \\ßN\\weak = 0(NX¡P ) as xV —> °°. On the other hand, inequality

(20) implies that IIPjvllstrong * 0(Nxlp') as xV -* ~ because 1/p > 1/p'. We

conclude that the norms in the spaces LP(G) and Lp'°l are not equivalent. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

The argument used above clearly does not work if p > 2, and it remains

unknown, for such p, whether there exist convolution operators of weak type

(p, p) that are not of strong type (p, p).  It does foUow easüy from Theorem 4,

however, that, if G is infinite, and p > 2, then there exist convolution operators

that are of restricted weak type (p, p) but not of strong type (p, p). A stronger

result will be proved in Appendix 2.

Corollary 5. Let G be an infinite, locally compact group, and let 1 <

p < 2, or 2 < p < °°.  Then the inclusion LP(G) C Lp'~ is strict.

Proof. If 1 < p < 2, then this is immediate from Theorem 4. If p > 2,

we argue as follows. The duality argument used in the proof of Lemma 1 shows

that p^, the reflection of ßN, has the same norm in LP(G) as does ßN in LP<(G);

in particular, this norm is not 0(Nxlp) z&N —► °°. Simüarly, pV, has essentiaUy

the same norm in Lp'px as does ßN in !?<'"•; since this norm is 0(Nxlp) as TV—►

°°, the norms in the spaces LP(G) and Lp'\ are not equivalent, and the inclusion

LP(G) C Lp-P is strict; a fortiori the inclusion LP(G) C !£•" is also strict. This

completes the proof of the corollary.

Remark 2. Theorem 4 was proved for various classical, locally compact,

abelian groups by Zafran [Zaf 2]. For the case where G is the group of integers,

his proof involved the construction of a function on the circle that was smooth

enough to be a multiplier of weak type (p, p), but whose Fourier coefficients

did not belong to ¡t?, so that the function could not be a multiplier of strong

type (p, p). The result for other groups then foUowed by mapping arguments.

A similar program, starting with the case where G is the weak product of count-

ably many groups of fixed finite order, led to a proof of Theorem 4 for aU in-

finite, locally compact, abelian groups, and aU infinite, compact groups [Fou].

The method that we have used here is simpler than these methods and it yields

the result in full generality.
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Remark 3. To get an expUcit example, when 1 < p < 2, of a convolution

operator that is of weak type ip, p) but not of strong type ip, p), we again con-

sider the series

(is) Ts = ±(n + ir52-»/pp;,
' n=0

which converges in Lq(G) whenever \l/q - 1/2| < |l/p - 1/2|. Now

UTsUrq> If   [(« + ir62-"/p]'-2
Lq («=0

If S < 1/p, then ||T6 \\Lq is unbounded as q approaches p from above, and Ts

cannot be of strong type ip, p). On the other hand, if S > 1/p', then, summing

by parts, and using the estimates obtained above for llMjvllweaic., we can see tnat

the series (15) converges in 7,p,r. Hence Tg has the desired properties whenever

1/p' < 5 < 1/p.

4. Noninclusions among spaces Lq(G) with q ¥= p.  The inclusions that

hold between spaces 7,'(G), when q ¥= p, depend on the group G  For instance,

if G is compact, then Lq(G) C Lsr(G) whenever p <,r and q > s, because Lr(G)

C LP(G), and Lq(G) C LS(G) in this case; on the other hand, if G is discrete,

then Lqp(G) C Lsr(G) whenever p > r and q < s.  In some cases, inclusion occurs

because the smaUer space is trivial.  In fact, Lq(G) — {0} if G is not compact

and q < p, or if G is not unimodular and q > p   [BE, p. 312] ; in all other cases,

however, the space Lq(G) is nontrivial.

In this section, we present noninclusion results that follow easUy from the

properties of Rudin-Shapiro measures and polynomials.  Related results that

depend on the structure of G are presented in Appendix 1.

Suppose that G is nondiscrete, noncompact, and unimodular. Then the

Rudin-Shapiro measures pn constructed in §2, being finite sums of point masses,

cannot belong to Lqifp< q; to see this, compare \\pn * g\\q with ||g||p when g

is the characteristic function of a very small open set. To get convolution opera-

tions of type ip, q) with q > p, we fatten the measures pn as follows.  Fix a

compact, symmetric neighbourhood K of the identity with m(K) < 1, and let

V = K2. As we observed at the end of §2, we can construct Rudin-Shapiro

measures (p„)~=o so that the sets.yfcK are disjoint, as are the sets Vyk. Denote

the support of pn by Sn, and choose an element zn of G so that zn ^ K3SnK3S~x.

Now let /be a nonnegative, symmetric, continuous function supported by K,

with U/H, - ll/IL =f(e) = 1. Finally, let

(24) Fn=L(zn)pn*f + f*pn.

Then the map g I—*■ Fn * g defines an element of Lq(G) whenever 1 <p < q < °°.

Hi
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Indeed, by Young's inequality for convolution, / G Lq(G) for aU such p and q,

whUep„GlP(G)ni«(G).

Suppose next that G is discrete and infinite, with its Haar measure normal-

ized so that m({e}) = 1. Then the construction of Fn given above can be re-

peated in this case; in fact, matters are simpler, because /must be the character-

istic function of {e), and formula (24) simplifies to Fn = L(zn)pn + pn.

We now generalize the main estimates obtained in Lemma 1.

Lemma 6. Let 1 < p < q < °°, and let t = min(<7, p'). Then there exists

a positive constant C q such that

(25) ^,,2"" < IITgi     <2V2 2"/',
LP

for all «.

Proof.  We deal first with the upper bound on llFJI^g. By Lemma 1

and the fact that U/H, = 1, we have that

||F„||iP < 2||pjlip||/||1 < 2V2 2" ™*0/p.i/p'>.
P p

This is the desired upper bound when p = q.

Because the set yk V are disjoint, the function pn * / is a sum of 2" dis-

jointly-supported translates of/ and therefore, \\pn */IL = 1. SimUarly,

11/ * pJL = 1. The choice of zn guarantees that L(zn)pn * f and / * p„ are

disjointly supported, so that IIFJL = 1. Since IIFJI^o. = IIT^IL, the second

inequality in (25) holds when p = 1 and q = °°.

If p # q, and ip, q) # (1, °°), then the point (1/p, 1/q) Ues on the line

segment joining the point (1, 0) to some point (1/r, 1/r) on the diagonal of the

square [0, 1] x [0, 1]. We can write

(1/p, 1/<7) = (1 -0X1.0) + 6(l/r, 1/r),

for a number 6 between 0 and 1. Then, by Riesz convexity,

WJ, q < \\Fn\\%eHFntr < 2\^ 2"" max(1/r' l/r'\
Lp Ll Lr

by what we have already proved. But, 8 max(l/r, 1/r') = max(l/<7, 1/p') = 1/t,

and the proof of the second inequality in (25) is complete.

We now consider the lower bound on ILFJI^. Suppose first that 1/p +

1/q > 1. Then t = q.  The choice of zn guarantees that L(zn)pn * f * /and

f * Pn *f nave disjoint supports. Thus

\\Fn * /||, > \\L(zn)pn * f * /||, = llp„ * / * /II,,

On the other hand, since the sets yk V are disjoint, pn * / * / is a sum of 2"
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disjointly-supported translates of / ♦ /  Therefore

fan *f*f% > 2*^11/•/«,,
and

WFnWLa > Wn * fWqlWfWp > 2"/«ll/*/ll,/ll/llp.
P

This is the desired lower bound with Cpq = ||/ * /||ff/||/||p.

If 1/p + l/<7 < 1, then t = p'. The adjoint of the map g r—> Fn * g, is

the map g I—> Fv * g, where FV = R(z~x\f * p V) + p v * /  An argument

simüar to the one in the previous paragraph shows that

||FV||ip; > Cq.ip.2"/p'.

Since IIF„||Lo = ||Fv|IlP;, we get the desired lower bound with Cpq = Cq>p>.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now we generalize Theorem 2.

Theorem 7. Let G be a noncompact, unimodular, locally compact group.

Let 1 < p, q, r, s <°°. Suppose thatp <q, and that min(s, r) < vnn\(q, p').

Then Lq(G) is not included in Lsr(G).

Proof.  Suppose that Lq(G) C Lsr(G). Then the space Lsr(G) is nontrivial,

because Fn E Lq(G); therefore r < s.  By the closed-graph theorem, the injection

Lq(G) —► Lsr(G) must be continuous. The estimates given in Lemma 6 for

" ""¿8 an^ "^n"z.s ™P^y tnat sucl1 a continuous injection can exist only if

minis, r) > min(^, p'). Hence Lq(G) <JL Lsr(G) if min(s, r') < min(q, p'), and

the proof of the theorem is complete.

We now consider inclusions among the spaces Lq(G) when q > p', and G

is compact. Our next theorem improves slightly a result of Figâ-Talamanca and

Price [F-TP1], [FTP 2].

Theorem 8. Let G be an infinite, compact group. Let 1 < p, q, r, s <

°°. Suppose thatp <q, and that min(r, s')< min(p, q). Then Lq(G) is not

included in Lsr(G).

Proof.  Figâ-Talamanca and Price prove this except in the case where

q = p'. To extend their proof to this case, we need only show that if 0 < a <

2/p' < 2/p, then there exists a finite index s such that

(26) ii/ii¿p<<ii/ii;2ii/iira>
P L2

for all trigonometric polynomials/  Since the point (1/p, 1/p') lies on the line

segment joining (1, 0) to (1/2, 1/2), there exists an index t such that (1/t, l/t')
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lies strictly between (1/p, 1/p') and (1, 0) on this line segment, and such that

(1/p, 1/p') = (1 - oXl/r, 1/f') + a(l/2, 1/2).

By Riesz convexity,

ll/ILp'OI/ll^ll/ll!1^.
up L2       Lt

Now let s = r'/2. Then, by Young's inequality for convolution, ||/|L { < ll/lls, and

inequality (26) is proved. The rest of the proof of the theorem proceeds as in

[F-TP 1] and [F-TP 2], and we omit it.

We continue to suppose that G is compact. If 1 < q < 2 < p, then Lq(G)

= 7,2(G), with equivalence of norms.  Except for the case where p = °° and

q = 1, this is proved by randomization arguments in [F-TP 1] and [F-TP 2] ; a

different approach, due to GUbert [GU], gives the result in general. We remark

that the case where p = °° and q ~ 1 can be handled by randomization arguments.

Indeed, by the Riesz-Thorin theorem, if 1< q < 2, then \\g\\. q < \\g\\e. i \\g\\t1e

for the appropriate 8 in (0, 1) and arbitrary continuous g.  Since ¿2 (G) and

L%,(G) have norms equivalent to LÍ(G), \\g\\, i > C\\g\\, 2. The inequality, ' *"» x'2 ,

\\g\\, 2 > C \\g\\, i being evident, and continuous functions being dense in L„(G)
£»2 L oo

in the strong operator topology, the remark is verified.

On the other hand, if 1 < q < p < 2, then Lq(G) = Lp'p, again with

equivalence of norms [Saw].  Finally, a duality argument shows that, if 2 < q <

p < oo, then Lq(G) = Lq'\, with equivalence of norms.  Interpolation arguments

show that if 1< p < 2, then Lrr(G) C Lp-p C L*S(G) whenever 1 < r < p < s <

2; similarly, if 2 < q < «>, then L^G) C 7,^j C 7$G) whenever 2 < s < q < r.

We conclude   that, in Theorem 8, the assumption that p < <7 can be re-

placed by the weaker assumption that min(r, s') < 2; the latter assumption is

essential, because, if min(r, s') > 2, then s < 2 < r, and Lq(G) C L*(G) for all p

and <?.

Remark 4. Suppose that G is noncompact but unimodular, that 1 < p <

q < 0°, and that 1/p + 1/q > 1; then there exists a convolution operator on G

that is of weak type ip, q) but not of strong type ip, q). We sketch the proof.

First, write

(1/p, lA7) = (l-0Xl,O) + 0(l/r, 1/r),

for suitable indices r and 0. Then, much as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have

that (Lf(G), Lrr(G))e   • C Lq,p , with continuous inclusion. Choose left translates

F'n of the functions Fn considered in Lemma 6, so that the functions F'n * f

have disjoint supports, and let 77^ = 2^=0 Tn,qF'n. Then the norm of 77^ in

the intermediate space (Lf(G), Lrr(G))e y is 0(Nxlp) asN^>°°, while the

norm of 77^ in 7,^(G) is at least (N + í)1/<7ll/*/ll,/ll/llp. These estimates,

combined with the closed-graph theorem show that Lq,p <f. Lqp(G). We do not
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know whether this noninclusion must also occur when 1/p + 1/q < 1, but we

can show in this case that Lq'~ Ç Lq(G).

5.  Operators that commute with left translations. All our results about

noninclusions of the spaces Lq(G) also hold for the corresponding spaces Lq(G)

of operators that commute with left translations, provided that the group G is

unimodular.  Indeed, left and right translation coincide if G is abelian.  If G is

unimodular, but not abelian, denote by Gv the group that coincides with G as a

topological space but has the opposite multiplication; i.e. the product of x and y

in G is yx.  Since G is unimodular, its Haar measure is also a Haar measure on

Gv, and LP(G) = LP(GV) for all p.  It follows that an operator belongs to Lq(G)

if and only if it belongs to L^G^), and thus the inclusions and noninclusions

holding for the spaces Lq(G^) also hold for the spaces Lq(G).

Even if G is not unimodular, the results in § §2 and 3 concerning the spaces

LP(G) and Lp'r also hold for the corresponding spaces of operators that commute

with left translations: the proofs of these results can be modified to work for

the spaces LP(G) and Lp'q. For instance, in defining Rudin-Shapiro measures,

we now set pn+l = p„ + R(xn)an, with eachxn chosen so that, inter alia, they

belong to the (noncompact) kernel of the modular function; in the analogues of

Lemma 1 and Theorems 2 and 4, we identify pn with the operator / l—►/ * pn.

We now consider the spaces Lq(G) for nonunimodular G.  The proof that

the spaces Lq(G) are trivial if q < p also works for Lq(G); hence we assume that

q > p.  If g E CC(G), the map / I—► f' *g defines an element of Lq(G) whenever

1 < p < q < °°; we identify g with this operator. We follow Hewitt and Ross

[HR, §20] in our definition of the modular function A.

Theorem 9. Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group; suppose

l<,p<q<°°,andgE CC(G).  Then, for all x in G,

(27) \\L(x)g\\     =Mx)-xlp\\g\\

and

Lqp <-p

(28) \\R(x)g\\Lq = A(x)-xlq'\\g\\Lq.

Proof.   Observe that / * R(x)g = R(x)(f * g), for all / in CC(G), so that

||/* R(x)g\\q - A(xYxlq'\\f* g\\q < A(x)-Xlq'\\f\\p\\g\\    ,
p

and thus

\\R(x)g\\     <A(x)-xlq'\\g\\
Lp lp

..-iSince g = R(x 1)R(x)g, we have also that
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\\g\\     <A(x-1r1fq'\\R(x)g\\    ,
Lp Lp

and the equaUty (28) is proved.

Next, for arbitrary /in CC(G), f * L(x)g = [7?(x)/] * g so that

||/* [L(x)g] ||, < ||[7?(x)/] * ̂ ||, < ||7î(x)/||p||c?|l , = ACxr'^'ll/llplWI,,,

and

\\L(x)g\\ q<A(xTxlp'\\g\\    .
Lp »-p

The equaUty (27) then foUows from the identity g = L(x x)L(x)g.

Corollary 10. Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group.   Then

no inclusions hold between distinct spaces Lq(G) (1 < p < q < °°).

Proof.  Since A(x) can be made arbitrarUy large or smaU, the equaUties

(27) and (28) imply that no inclusions between distinct spaces Lq(G) can be

continuous. On the other hand, the closed graph theorem impUes that any such

inclusion must be continuous.  Hence there are no inclusions between distinct

spaces Lq(G).

The preceding coroUary suggests we should study rather different inclusions

if G is not unimodular. Given an operator T from CC(G) to Ll0C(G), we define

(A9 T), for any complex number 0 thus: (A9 T)f = A9 • [r(A~9 •/)], A"9 •/

and A9 • [r(A~9/)] being the usual pointwise products. Note that if, for some

g in L\oe(G), Tf = f*gthen (AeT)f = / ♦ (A9 • g), where, again, A9 • g is

the pointwise product. We define A9 Lq(G) in the obvious manner.

Lemma 11. Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group; suppose

1 < p, q, s < »o, and 1/p - 1/q = 1 - 1/s. Let 8 = 1/p'.  Then A9 L\(G) C

Lqp(G).

Proof.  We use the complex interpolation theorem of Stein [Ste 1], which

states that if {Tz: z G C: Re(z) G [0, 1]} is an analytic family of operators such

that \\Tj+iy(f)\\q. <Mf\\f\\Pj whenever/G CC(G),y GR, and] = 0, 1, then

WTef\\q <MxfeMex\\f\\p for fin CC(G); here 0 < 0 < 1, 1/p = (1 - 0)/po +

6/pxandllq = (l-8)/q0+6/qx.
Let us treat the case where p = q, so that s = 1. Now L\(G) and LZ(G)

are exactly M(G) and A • A7(G) respectively. If p is a compactly supported

measure, the famUy {Az ■ p: zGC, Re(z) G [0, 1]} is analytic in the interior

of the strip {z G C: Re(z) G [0, 1]} in the strong operator topology (CQ(G) to

C0(G)); using the obvious estimates, we find that ||A9 • pll^p < llpllii- Evidently

we can conclude that A9 L\(G) C LP(G).

The cases where p ^ q are treated similarly: one interpolates between the
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known inclusions L\(G) C L\(G) and AXISL\(G) C L¿(G).

We have shown that there are nontrivial inclusions for the spaces A0 Lp(G).

The next theorem shows these inclusions are relatively simple.

Theorem 12. Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group. If

1 < p < q < ~, 1 < r < s < o°, and Lq(G) C A9 • Lsr(G), for some real number

6, then 1/p - llq = l/r - 1/s, and 6 = 1/s - 1/q.

Proof.  The translation estimates of Theorem 9 hold the key to this

theorem also. The inclusion hypothesized must be continuous, by the closed

graph theorem; so, for a constant C independent of g in CC(G) and of x in G,

(29) IIA-'-*||    <q|*||   ,
Lr Lp

(30) HA'6 ■ R(x)g\\    <Q\R(x)g\\    ,
j p

and

\\A-0-L(x)g\\ s<Q\L(x)g\\    .
r p

Now A~e ■ R(x)g = A~e(x) • R(x)[A~e -g];so the right translation

equality (28) can be apphed to inequality (30) to obtain

A~e(x) • A(x)-xls'\\A-eg\\ , < A(xTxlq'\\g\\ q.
>-r Lp

In order that this inequality be compatible with inequality (29), it is necessary

(and sufficient) that 6 = 1/s - 1/q. Applying the left translation equaUty in a

similar way, we show also that 6 = l/r- 1/p, whence the theorem.

Our final result for nonunimodular groups is proved using fattened Rudin-

Shapiro measures, much as in Theorem 7. We omit the proof.

Theorem 13. Let G be a nonunimodular locally compact group.  Suppose

that Kp<q < «», an(j 1 <r < s <», that 6 is real, and Lq(G) C A6 Lsr(G).

Then min(s, r) > min(q, p').

Appendix 1. Group structure and noninclusions for the spaces Lq(G). In

this appendix, we sketch some further relations between structure of the group

G and inclusions for the spaces Lq(G), generalising results of R. Lipsman [Lip 4]

and M. Rajagopolan [Raj 1], [Raj 2]. In view of the results of the previous

section, we restrict our attention to unimodular groups. Proofs of the next

three theorems are given below.

Theorem 14. Let G be a unimodular nondiscrete locally compact group;

suppose 1 < p, q, r, s < °°, and 0 < 1/p - 1/q < l/r - 1/s.   Then Lq(G) is not

included Lsr(G).
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Remark 5.  For infinite compact abelian groups, this theorem and

Theorem 8 combine to give best possible results. For, if G is abelian, Lq(G) =

LP'(G); applying the Riesz-Thorin theorem, and using the fact that Lq(G) C

Lsr(G) whenever p <r and q> s, we find that Lq(G) is contained in all the spaces

Lsr(G) not specificaUy excluded by Theorems 8 and 14.  For some nonabelian

groups G  [Obe], it can happen that Lq(G) * LP>(G).

Before stating the next theorem, we remind the reader that a locaUy com-

pact group G is said to be near-connected if it is compact modulo the connected

component of the identity, that the radical of a Lie group is the unique maximal

connected solvable normal subgroup, and that a Lie group is said to be semisimple

if its radical is trivial.

Theorem 15. Let G be a unimodular, locally compact group; 1 <p, q, r,

s < ~ and 1/p - 1/q > l/r - 1/s > 0. If Lqp(G) is included in L\(G), then G

has an open near-connected subgroup Gv which has a compact normal (in Gx)

subgroup N such that GJN is a semisimple Lie group with finite centre.

Theorem 16. Let G be a unimodular, locally compact group; suppose

that K p, q, r, s < °°, that lip - 1/q > l/r - 1/s > 0, and that Lqp(G) C Lsr(G).

Then every compact open subgroup of G is contained in a maximal compact

open subgroup of G of uniformly bounded Haar measure; for any compact open

subgroup KofG and any x in G, either x" E K for some integer n, or no rela-

tion x"K = Kxm, with m, n, ^ 0, can hold.

Remark 6. If an infinite discrete group satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 16, it must contain a Burnside group, i.e. a finitely generated infinite

group in which every element is of bounded order. To see this, take K — {e}

in the theorem above.

Remark 7. We are unable to combine Theorems 15 and 16 to give

restrictions on both the identity component G0 and the quotient group G/G0

for a group G satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 15. It seems plausible that

such a combination might be made.

The proofs of Theorems 14 and 15 depend on Yamabe's structure theorem,

which states that any locaUy compact group G has an open near-connected

subgroup Gj, which has a compact normal subgroup xV such that GJN is a

connected Lie group. D. Montgomery and L. Zippin [MZ, 2.6, 2.7, 4.6] give

fuU detaüs of this result. The proof of Theorem 14 hinges on the following

lemma.

Lemma 17. Suppose G is a nondiscrete locally compact group.   There

exist a sequence of relatively compact neighbourhoods (Un) of the identity in

G such that
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m(U2n) < Cm(Un),   « = 1,2,...;      m(Un) -* 0   as n -+ <*>,

where C is a constant independent ofn, and m(Un) is the Haar measure of the

set Un.

Proof.  If G is totally disconnected, then the family of compact open

subgroups of G is a basis for the topology of G at the identity. Take (Un) to

be any (strictly) decreasing sequence of such subgroups. Clearly this (Un) satisfies

the required conditions.

If the identity component G0 of G is compact but not open, we take a

simUar sequence in the quotient G/GQ and carry it back to G by means of the

canonical projection of G onto G/G0.

If the identity component G0 of G is compact and open, we can find a

normal subgroup N of G0 such that GJN is a compact Lie group (see [FTP 2] ).

Such a sequence (Un) of neighbourhoods is known to exist in a Lie group [EH] ;

it can be carried back to G0 by means of the canonical projection.

FinaUy, if the identity component G0 of G is not compact, we apply

Yamabe's theorem: G has an open, near-connected subgroup G, with a compact

normal subgroup TV such that Gx/N is a Lie group. A sequence can be found

in Gj/JV and carried back to Gx.

Proof of Theorem 14. We estimate the Lq(G) and Lsr(G) norms of the

characteristic function xun of Un, where Un is a member of a sequence of

neighbourhoods as in Lemma 17.

Let t be the number such that 1 - 1/t = 1/p - 1/q.  Then 7,'(G) is em-

bedded continuously in Lq(G), and

\\XuJLq<\lXun\\t = m(Un)1-llp+xlq.

Now observe that m(Un)x     . < Xry   * X„_2 so

m(i/n)|lxi/_1lls<llx(/ll,sIIXt/_2lU
Un n Lr    Un

i.e. m(Un)m(Un)xls < IIXr/„llLî'"(i/2I)1/''. With the constant C of Lemma 17,

it foUows that

\\xuWIs>C-llrm(Unrxlr^.

These two estimates, together with the fact that m(Un) can be arbitrarily

smaU, imply that Lq(G) cannot be imbedded continuously in Lsr(G); hence, by

the closed graph theorem, Lq(G) is not contained in Lsr(G).

The proof of Theorem 15 is rather long, and wiU be presented after a

series of five lemmas. The first of these is motivated by Yamabe's theorem.

Lemma 18. Suppose G, is an open subgroup of the locally compact
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group G, and that N is a compact normal subgroup of G,. Then, with a natural

definition of support and constancy on cosets, ¿^(Gj) can be identified with

the subspace of Lq(G) of operators supported in Gv and Lqp(GJN) can be iden-

tified with the subspace of Uj^GJ) of operators constant on cosets of N in Gx.

Proof.  Say that an operator T is supported in Gj if T(f) is supported

in Gj whenever/is, and use the identification of LP(GJ) with the subspace of

LP(G) of functions supported in Gt.

Write p for the central idempotent measure (on Gt) carried by AT: for any

/in CC(GX), ß *f(x) = fNf(xn)dn and say that Tis constant on cosets of

AT in Gj if and only if T(f) = T(p*f) for every / in C^GJ. Use the isomor-

phism of Lp(GJN) with the subspace of LP(G1) of functions constant on cosets

of NinGl.

Lemma 19. Suppose that G is a unimodular locally compact group, that

Kp,q,r,s<<*>, that 1/p - 1/q > l/r - 1/s > 0, and that Lq(G) C Lsr(G).

Then L*(G) C L%G), where 1 - 1/t = 1/p - 1/q.

Proof. Lt(G) is a subspace of Lq(G).

Lemma 20. Suppose that G is a unimodular locally compact group, that

K p, q, r, s < oo, that 1/p - 1/q > l/r - 1/s > 0, and that Lq(G) C Lsr(G).

Then the centre of G is compact.

Proof.   Suppose the centre is noncompact. We shaU reach a contradiction.

Using structure theory for LCA groups [HR, 24.30], we see that G contains an

infinite discrete central subgroup D or a noncompact central subgroup tí with a

compact open subgroup K.  In the latter case, G/K has an infinite discrete central

subgroup D'/K; by Lemma 18, there is no loss of generaUty in assuming that G

contains an infinite discrete central subgroup D.

We claim that L*(D) C Lsr(D), where 1 — 1/i = 1/p - 1/q.  To see this, take

a smaU relatively compact neighbourhood U of the identity in G such that U3 n

D = {e}. If /£ L*(D), then /' such that /' = 2deo f(d)L(d)xu belongs to

L*(G), hence to L\(G), by Lemma 19 and the hypothesis that Lq(G) C Lsr(G).

For g and « in CC(D), we define g and «' analogously, and note that

\(f *Xu* Xu)\d *8* hie)\ = \f *8 * h'(e)\

< ll/'lUte'lLJIA'll,' = qi/'lLJIilLJIAII,-

for some constant C.  The converse of Holder's inequaUty imphes that

\U'*Xu*Xu')\D*A<C^fKMr'
Lr

i-e. (/' * Xry * Xt/)l/j S Lsr(D). Our choice of U guarantees that (/' *Xu * Xix)l0
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= C'f, for some constant C'; so we conclude that Lt(D) C Lsr(D), as claimed.

Now an infinite abeUan group contains a copy of the integers Z or an in-

creasing sequence of finite subgroups Dn. If Z CD, we have a contradiction:

IIX[-at,;v] * X [-Ar.JVjIlj < HXi-w.Aril^illXi-AT.ivilU

whence \\X[-NiN] \a > C"Nx + il*-xlr whereas \\x{-N,n\ If = (2¿V + l)1'*,

which the closed graph theorem shows is impossible. However, if D contains an

increasing sequence of finite subgroups Dn, we also obtain a contradiction by

examining Xo   * Xd ■ We conclude that the center of G must be compact.

Lemma 21. Suppose that G is a connected, unimodular, metrizable, locally

compact group, that Kp, q, r, s <<*>, that 1/p - 1/q > 1/r - 1/s > 0, and that

Lq(G) C Lsr(G). Suppose also that G contains a normal abelian subgroup N.   Then

N is compact.

Proof.  Suppose TV is not compact. We shaU reach a contradiction. Let K

be the maximal connected compact subgroup of N, which, being characteristic in

N, is normal in G.  By factoring out K and applying Lemma 18, we can assume

the connected component of N is 7?"  (n >0). If « = 0, TV is central (see [HR,

7.17]) and noncompact, which is impossible by Lemma 20. Therefore « > 0;

being the connected component of TV, R" is characteristic in TV, so normal in G.

We are reduced to considering the case where G contains Rn  (n > 0) as a normal

subgroup.

Let it be the canonical projection of G onto G/R". G. Mackey [Mac,

Lemma 1.1] teUs us that there is a cross-section % (i.e. a map G/7?" —► G such

that n% is the identity) such that %(G/Rn) is a Borel set and %(K) is relatively

compact if K is compact. Let K be a fixed compact subset of G/R".

We write xg for g~lxg, and Bk for the baU of radius k in 7?".  Evidently

%(K)Bk is a Borel set in G.  Note

[%(K)Bk]2 - %(K)Bk%(K)Bk C %(KfBk(K)Bk.

Automorphisms of 7?" are linear, and %(K) is a relatively compact set, so Bk^K^ <

7icfc for some constant c.  Then [%K)Bk]2 C ¡i(K)2B(c+x)k. Since K2 is com-

pact, t(K2) is relatively compact, as is %(K)2. So %(K2)~X%(K)2 nRnCBb for

some finite b.  It is now easUy checked that %(K)2 C %(K2)Bb, so that [%(K)Bk\2

C%(X )Bb+{C+i)k-

Write Sk for the Borel set %(K)Bk. Observe that m(Sk) = mG/Rn(K)mR„(Bk);

so ffiOS^) can be made arbitrarily large. Note also

m(S2) <m       (K2)mR„(BbHc+x)k) < Cm(Sk)
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for aU sufficiently large k.  We estimate the norms of the \sk "i L*(G) to obtain

a contradiction via the closed graph theorem, as in so many preceding proofs.

Let t be the number such that 1 - l/r = 1/p - 1/q.  Then (Lemma 19)

\\Xsk\qp<\\XskUt = '»(Sk)i-llP+llq.

However, m(Sk)xs-i <Xsk * X    2, so m(Sk)Hx__,lls < IIXstll.,llx,_2llr, **•
K ùk i,k K Lr     t>k

m(Sk)x + xl°<\\xs\\rSm(SD1"'-

Applying the estimate obtained in the previous paragraph and remembering that

m(Sk) gets arbitrarüy large as k gets large, we conclude that Lq(G) <£ Lsr(G), a

contradiction.

Lemma 22. Suppose that G is a unimodular Lie group, that 1 < p, q, r, s

< »o that 1/p > l/r - 1/s > 0, and that Lq(G) C Lsr(G). Then the radical of G

is compact.

Proof.   The radical R of G is the maximal connected solvable normal

subgroup of G.  There is a finite series

Ä=Ä(0>>F(1)>Ä(2)>-- • t>Ä(n_1> OF(n) = {e},

where each R^'+x^ is the topological commutator subgroup of R^, so character-

istic in R, and normal in G; also, R^/R^'+x^ is abeUan.

If R is noncompact, at least one factor R^/rU*1^ is noncompact. Sup-

pose that Ru+X) is compact but RU) is not. By Lemma 18, Lq(G/Ru+x)) C

Lsr(G/Ra+x)), but rU>/Ru+x) is a noncompact, normal, abeUan subgroup of

G/rU+1ï, which is impossible by Lemma 21. We conclude that R must be

compact.

Proof of Theorem 15. We suppose that G is a unimodular locaUy com-

pact group, and that Lq(G) C Lsr(G) where 1 < p, q, r, s < <*> and 1/p - 1/q >

l/r - 1/s > 0. By Yamabe's theorem, G has an open subgroup Gt with a com-

pact normal subgroup A' such that GJN is a connected Lie group. By Lemma 18,

Lq(GjN) C Lsr(GjN); so the radical R/N of G,/W is compact by Lemma 22.

Then R is a compact normal subgroup of Gp and GJR is a semisimple Lie

group. Applying Lemmas 18 and 20, we conclude that GJR has finite centre,

as required.

Proof of Theorem 16. We suppose that G is a unimodular, locaUy com-

pact group, and that Lq(G) C L*(G), where 1 < p, q, r, s < °° and 1/p - 1/q >

l/r - 1/s > 0. Suppose that Gt is a compact open subgroup of G   Since

m(GlyKGl=XG1*XGl, \\XGlWLsr>m(G1)x + xls-xlr. However, if t is the

number such that 1 - l/r = 1/p - 1/q, then

\\XG1\\Lp<\\XGl\\t = >n(Gi)x + xlq-xlp.
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An appUcation of the closed graph theorem now shows that there is a

constant C such that m(Gx) < C for every compact open subgroup Gx of G.   It

foUows that every compact open subgroup of G is contained in a maximal com-

pact open subgroup of G, because the Haar measure of aU compact open sub-

groups is uniformly bounded.

Suppose now that K is a compact open subgroup of G, that x G G\K, and

that {x"} n K = {e} for all «.  If any relations x"K = Kxm hold (m, n # 0),

we reach a contradiction as foUows. Consider the function Zk=x L(xk")xK ■

On the one hand, by Lemma 19,

N
Z¿(*fc")X*     „<[TV-m(/0]1 + 1/,-1/p-

On the other hand,

Ll

[N ~\       r  N "INN,
Z ¿(*k")xJ *   Z KximyxK\ =¿z¿ZL(xk")L(x"'yxK,

so that, for some constant C,

Z L(xk")xKl     > CW * mVW l + i's-xl".
1 \\Ll

Appücation of the closed graph theorem yields the required contradiction.

Remark 8. The foUowing result appears likely: if G is an amenable,

unimodular, noncompact, locally compact group (i.e. if there exists an invariant

mean on L°°(G); F. Greenleaf [Gre] gives a good discussion of amenabiUty),

and 1/p - I/? > 1/r - 1/s > 0, then Lq(G) is not included in 7,*(G). It is cer-

tainly true if r = s, or if G is near-connected. For in the first case, Lt(G) C

Lsr(G) for some t greater than one, but any positive locaUy integrable function

in 7,*(G) belongs to LX(G), so that G must be compact; in the second case, we

combine Theorem 15 with the known fact that aU amenable, connected, semi-

simple, Lie groups are compact.

Remark 9. If G is a connected, semisimple, Lie group with finite centre,

then probably L<(G) C L%G) if 1/s < 1/t < 1 - 1/r + 1/s and 1/r + 1/s > 1.

For certain such groups (SL(2, R), SL(2, G), for example) it is known that

LP(G) * L2(G) C L2(G) if 1 < p < 2-see [KS], [Lip 1], [Lip 2], [Lip 3], and

recent results [EL] support this hypothesis in general. Rewriting this inclusion

as 7,2(G) * LP(G) C L2(G) and using multiUnear complex interpolation between

this result and the known inclusions LX(G) * LX(G) C LX(G), LX(G)* L°°(G)

C 7,°°(G) proves the claim when L2(G) * LP(G) C L2(G).

Remark 10. Despite the above remark, L2(G) C L\(G) if and only if G

is compact [Ric]. Another result is the same vein is due to N. Lohoué [personal
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communication] :  if G is a near-connected locaUy compact group, 1 < p < 2,

and LP(G) C LP(G), then G is compact.

Remark 11. If G is a noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite

centre, and if aU measures of the form 2" a¿e(x¡), where S" |ûr,|p < °o and {xf)

is discrete, belong to L2(G), then p — 1. This is proved using results of Herz

[Her 2], which show that L\(Z) can be identified with the subspace of 7,|(G)

of operators "supported" by Z, where Z is a discrete subgroup of G isomorphic

to the integers.

Appendix 2. Convolution operators between Lorentz spaces.  Recall that,

if s < t, then LP,S(G) C LP'\G). We therefore have the inclusion

(31) Lpp'q C Lp'fr   whenever q > r and s < t.

We now show that many of these inclusions are strict if the group G is infinite

and p =£ 1, 2, °°. In particular, we show that, in this situation, Lp'f =¿ Lp,p,

that is, that there exist convolution operators of restricted weak type (p, p) that

are not of weak type ip, p). Unfortunately, our methods do not tell us whether,

when p > 2, there must exist convolution operators of weak type ip, p) that are

not of strong type ip, p).

Just as in §3, we prove our results by estimating the norms, in the various

spaces Lp,q, of sums of translates of Rudin-Shapiro measures. It seems best,

however, to change our convention concerning Rudin-Shapiro measures, by

replacing left translation throughout by right translation, much as in §5. That

is, we still let p0 = o0 = e(e), but now, given p„ and on both supported by a

finite set Sn, we choose xn in G so that the set Snxn its disjoint from Sn, and

we let

(32) Pn+i=Pn+M*„K,

and

(33) on+x=p„-R(xn)on.

These measures differ from those defined in §2, unless the xn commute. Much

as in §2, however, the new measures can be represented in the form

2" 2"

Pn = Z rk<yR)   ™d   °n = Z sk£(yn)>
k=t Ac=l

although the sequence iyk)k-x may differ from the one that arose when we used

left translation.

We continue to identify measures p with convolution operators g l—►

p * g.  It is no longer obvious that Lemma 1 holds; indeed, it seems doubtful

that identity (10) of §2 holds if the xk do not commute. Nevertheless, inequaUty
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(11) and Lemma 1 still hold. The quickest way to see this is to observe that

the reflected measures pv and 0% are Rudin-Shapiro measures constructed using

the left translation operators L(XqX), ¿(xj"1),.... Now

\\Pn\\Lp = \KWLp\   and   HaJI p = ||aV||   ;;
lp        lp Lt>        V

therefore, the estimates (8) and (9) continue to hold for the new measures p„

and on.

For later use, we need an identity that impUes, incidentaUy, that p„ can

itself be regarded as a Rudin-Shapiro measure constructed using the left transla-

tion operators L(x¡) in the order L(xn_1), L(xn_2),. . . , L(xt), L(x0). To this

end, we fix an integer N>0, and define measures {nn}N=0 and i$n}„*-0, by

letting 7?0 = f0 = e(e), and, given r¡n and £„, letting

(34) %+l = *n + L(xN-n-lKn>

and

(35) Ín+i=Vn-L(xN.n-i)5n-

The point of these definitions is that, ifm + n=xV-l, then

(36) PN = Pm * % + (.R(xm)°m) * fn'

This identity is obvious if « = 0, and foUows for other values of n by an induc-

tive argument that depends on the fact that [F.(x)p] * v = p * [£(x)i>] ; the

conesponding identity for Rudin-Shapiro polynomials appears, in a disguised

form, in [Bri, Theorem 1]. Setting m = 0 in formula (36) we see that pN =

^xv-i + ¿(*o)fxv-i = %•
Continue to fix N, let SN denote the support of pN, and let T =

[SN U S^f1]3. Proceeding inductively, choose elements {v„}^=¿ and {wn}NZl

of G so that each vn Ues outside the sets \Jm<nTvm and \Jm<n Twm, whüe

each wn Ues outside these sets and outside Tvn as weU; this is possible if G is

infinite. Fix p in the interval (1, 2), and let

(37) vN = Z   2-""p {R(vm)pm + R(wm)R(xm)am}.
m=0

FinaUy, let v^ be the reflection of vN.

Lemma 23. Let 1 < r < s < °°, let u = min(s, r'), and let 1/q = 1/s +

l/r.   Then the norm of vN in Lp'sr is at least CNxlu, and at most DNxlq, for

positive constants C and D that depend only on N.  The same estimates hold

for the norm of vN in Lp¿'*¿.

Proof.  Write 1/p = (1 - 6)12 + 0/2. Now vN belongs to L\(G) n L\(G)

and hence to the intermediate space (L\(G), L\(G))b q. Exactly as in §3, we can
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estimate K(t; vN), and show that ll^ll^, = 0(Nx/q) as TV —► «>.  By Theorem

3, the norm of vN in Lp,sr is 0(Nxlq) as TV —* °°. This is the desired upper

bound.

To get the lower bound, we suppose first that 1/r + 1/s > 1; then u = s.

The assumptions concerning the sequences (vn)^Zo ^d (w/j)n=o guarantee that

the various terms in the series (37) have disjoint support. Thus vN is a sum of

2^=o 2 • 2m = 2i2N - 1) disjoint point-masses. Choose a compact neighbour-

hood K of the identity so that, if x and y are distinct points in the support of

vN, then the sets xK and yK are disjoint. Let /be the characteristic function

of K; then ||/||p r is essentiaUy m(K)xlp   [SW 2, p. 192]. Let g = vN * f, and

let g* be the nonincreasing rearrangement of g on (0, °°); then

12 if 0 < u < 2m(K),
2->"/P    if 2(2m - l)m(K) <u< 2(2m+x - l)m(K),

0 if u > 2(2^-1 )m(K).

Now \\g\\ps is essentiaUy {/~ [u1/pg*(u)]sdu/u)x/s if s < »o, and

supu uxlpg*(u) if s = oo. it foUows that \\g\\ps is essentiaUy Nx/sm(K)xlp.

Therefore, the norm of uN in Lp,sr, which is at least llgllPji/II/llpjr, must be

bounded below by CTV1'*, for a positive constant C that is independent of TV.

Now suppose that 1/r + 1/s < 1; then u = r. Define a discrete measure

ßN by letting

Pn = Il 2-"/p{L(v-Nln_xJn„ + ¿(A-,)?,,}.
n=0

Form the product vN * ßN. If m + « = TV - 1, then by identity (36), the

terms

[7*(um)pJ * [L(v-Xynn]  and    [R(wm)R(xm)om] * [£(*"%]

are supported by SN. The choice of {vn} and {wn) guarantees that aU other

terms appearing in the expansion of the product vN * ßN have supports disjoint

from SN; let aN denote the sum of these other terms. Then, by formula (36),

VN * @n = NT^N~x>>lppN + ajy-. Choose a compact neighbourhood K of the

identity, with characteristic function / so that if x and y are distinct points in

the support of pN or ßN, then the sets xK andyK are disjoint, and so that the

functions pN * f and % * / have disjoint support. Let g = ß„ * f, and let

h = vN*g= \N2~W~1)IPPn + %] * /

Then, as above, \\g\\pr is essentially Nxlrm(K)xlp. Because the functions pN *f

and % * / have disjoint support,
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||A||Ptf > N2-^-x^p\\pN * /||P(S > NrlWUn * /||p,.

>N2-(N-x)lp[2Nm(K)]x'p = 2xlpNm(K)xlp.

This shows that the norm of vN in Lp,sr, which is at least ll«llp>J/ll^llP/,, is

bounded below by CNxlr, for a positive constant C that is independent of A7.

That similar estimates hold for the norm of v^ in Lp<,r¿ foUows by a

simple duality argument based on two facts.  First,

¡G (vN * f\x)g(x)dx = fc f(x)[pà * f(x)] dx,

for all /and g in CC(G). Second, if « £ Lp,t(G), then l|A|Lf is essentiaUy equal

to

sup- f' f(x)h(x)dx :/£Cc(G),||/||p.f. = l|

This completes the proof of the lemma.

We now use the lemma to show that many of the inclusions (31) are

strict.

Theorem 24. Let G be an infinite, locally compact group. Let Kp <

2 or 2 < p < °°. Ifl<q<2, and q<r<t<q, then the inclusion

(38) Lp'qCLp.q

is strict.  If 2 < r < °o, and r < £7 < s < r, then the inclusion

(39) Lp-r C Lp'r
v     ' p,s p.q

is strict.

Proof.   If inclusion (38) is not strict, then the norms in the two spaces

must be equivalent. We now show that these norms are, in fact, not equivalent.

Suppose first that 1 < p < 2, and that q = 1. We know by Lemma 23 that the

norm of vN in Lp'^ is at least CNx'r, whüe its norm in Lp,\ is at most DN1!*.

Hence, if 1 < r < t < °°, then the norms in the spaces Lp'\ and Lp'\ are not

equivalent.

If 1< q < 2, then Lp'q(G) is reflexive [Hun, p. 262]. Let 0 < 0 < 1,

and u = q/(l - 6). Then in the complex interpolation method [Cal, pp. 124-

128], we have that [Lp>q(G), LP'°°(G)] e = LP-U(G), with an equivalent norm.

Renorm the spaces LP,U(G), using the intermediate norm arising from the com-

plex method, and give the spaces Lp,q the new operator norm. For each positive

integer N, and each point 0 in the interval [0, l/<7), let fN($) be the logarithm

of the norm of vN in the space Lp,q'<t'. Then fN is a convex function. Suppose

that q < t < q'; then by Lemma 23, we can make the difference fN(lli) -fN(0)
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as large as we like, simply by taking TV large. Now, if also q < r < t, then, by

the convexity of fN, we can make the difference fN(l/r) ~fN(l/t) as large as we

like. This shows, for such indices q, r, and r, that the norms in the spaces Lp'r

and Lp,tq are not equivalent; hence the norms in Lp,q and Lp,q are also not

equivalent. Therefore, inclusion (38) is strict whenever q < r < t < q', and 1 <

p<2.
If p > 2, then we repeat the argument above, with Pjy in place of vN, and

we conclude again that inclusion (38) is strict whenever q < r < t < q . FinaUy,

we can prove the strictness of inclusion (39) by a similar application of Lemma

23, or by a duaUty argument starting with the strictness of inclusion (38). This

completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 25. 7/G is infinite, and p # 1, 2, «>, then there exists a

convolution operator on G that belongs to Lp,x but to no other space Lp,rq.

Proof.  It suffices to find an element of Lp,x that does not belong to

because Lp'q C Lp'rx H 7,p;~ for all q and r.  Now, if r < °°, then the inclusion

Lp' j C Lp,x is strict. The method of the gliding hump [EP] yields an element

S of Lpp'ff that does not belong to U\<oaLpp'fx. SimUarly there exists an operator

rthat belongs to Lp'x but not to U^i^^- TI"5« one of" the operators S, T,

or 5 + T has the desired properties.

Corollary 26. 7/G is infinite and compact, and ifp # 1, 2, °°, then the

inclusion Lp,rq C Lp,tq is strict whenever q<2 and 1 <r<t<q', and the

inclusion Lp,rs C Lp,rq is strict whenever r > 2 and r <q < s < «>.

Proof.  Consider the function fN defined in the proof of the theorem. If

fN were finite on the interval (1/q, 1), then the argument given above would

show that inclusion (38) is strict whenever q < 2 and 1 < r < t < q'. In fact,

no sum of finitely many point masses can belong to Lp,q if r < q, and fN must

therefore take the value +«> on the interval (1/q, 1). Using approximate identities,

however, we can replace each measure pN by a trigonometric polynomial gN so

that when fN is redefined appropriately, we can still make the difference fN(l/q)

- fN(0) as large as we Uke simply by taking TV large. Now the map h \—*gN*h

takes Lp,q(G) into L°°(G); since G is compact, this map belongs to 7,p;*. Hence

the new functions fN are finite in the whole interval [0, 1], and we conclude,

as above, that inclusion (38) is strict whenever q < 2 and 1 < r < t < q'.

SimUarly, the inclusion Lp'rs C Lp'q is strict whenever r > 2 and r' < q < s < °°.

Remark 12. If G is not compact, then the spaces Ip;£, with r < q, are
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aU trivial. It has already been shown [Bio] that Lp'r contains no positive opera-

tors other than the 0-operator; if Lp'q contains any nonzero operator, then, by

convolution with a suitable approximate identity, Lp,r contains an operator « —♦

/ * « where / is a nontrivial continuous function. We can assume that / is real.

Choose g in the Fourier algebra A(G) so that / • g is positive somewhere and

negative nowhere. Then convolution with / • g is a nontrivial, positive operator

in Lp'rq, a contradiction.

Remark 13. There are various ways in which Theorem 24 is not as sharp

as we would Uke. In particular, we do not know whether the inclusion Lp,p C

Lp,p is strict when G is infinite and p > 2. Under the analogy between the

spaces Lp'r(G) and the spaces ¿r, the inclusion above corresponds to the inclusion

££ C tp. Now, on a discrete group, £p = ¿p ; it is not known whether there

exists an infinite, discrete group such that ZP C Zp for an index p in the inter-

val (2, °°). Any such group could have no infinite abeUan subgroup, and, by

Theorem 16, there would be a bound on the order of its finite subgroups.

Remark 14. Comparing Lemma 23 with Lemma 6, we conjecture that

some measure like vN should have norm at most DN1^, rather than DNxlq, in

the space Lp,sr; the way to prove this would be to deal first with the special case

of LPt 2, and then use convexity arguments much as in the proof of Lemma 6.

The existence of such a sequence of measures would imply, for instance that

LP(G) Ç Lp'1 when l<p<2andl<?<p.  Misha Zafran has a proof of this

noninclusion for the integer group [private communication].

Remark 15. As in §6, the analogues of Lemma 23 and Theorem 24 also

hold for the spaces Lp,q of operators that commute with left translation rather than

right translation. It would be desirable to also have the analogues of these results

for the corresponding spaces of central convolution operators, that is those

operators that commute with both left and right translation. If Z(G), the centre

of G, is infinite, then these results do hold, because we can choose the various

Rudin-Shapiro measures to be supported by Z(G); if Z(G) is finite, however, then

our methods do not yield any information about inclusions between spaces of

central convolution operators.

Appendix 3. Coincidence of some spaces of convolution operators. This

part of the paper is independent of the rest, although we use the same notation.

We deal with operators that commute with right translation, but the results also

hold, with simUar proofs, for operators that commute with left translation. Our

aim is to generalize the foUowing known result to noncompact groups.

Theorem 27. Let G be compact, let 1 < p < 2, and let q < p.  Then

Lq(G) = Lp'p, with equivalence of norms.
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This was first proved for the circle group by Stein [Ste 2, §16].  Subse-

quently, Sawyer [Saw] used the same method to prove that, if G is compact and

1 < p < 2, then every convolution operator, with domain LP(G), that is continu-

ous in measure must be of weak type ip, p); Theorem 27 foUows easUy from

this result. A simpUfied account of Sawyer's method appears in [Gar, § 1.2].

Later, Doss [Dos] rediscovered Theorem 27, for compact abelian groups, with

1 < q < p < 2, deriving the result directly from Stein's original theorem on

Umits of sequences of operators [Ste 2].

If q < p, and G is not compact, then Lq(G) = {0}, and the inclusion

Lq(G) C Lp'p holds triviaUy.  The correct generalization of Theorem 27, however,

involves spaces of locaUy integrable functions. For p <°° denote the space

LP(G) + L°°(G) by ¿par. Define a norm on ¿far as foUows. Fix a positive num-

ber a, with the added requirement when G is discrete that a > m({e}). Then let

ll/llp,iar = sup(4 l/lp) 1/P,     m(K) < a;

that is, if/* is the nonincreasing rearrangement off, then

11/11,llp.lar=[joa/W^]1/P.

Relative to this norm, 7,par is a Banach space. SimUarly, let ¿pa'r°° consist of aU

functions / such that supf<fl txlpf*(t) < °°.

Theorem 28. Let G be a locally compact group that is not compact. Let

1 < p < oo, and let q < p.   77ie« the space of bounded convolution operators

from LP(G) to Lqat coincides with the space of bounded convolution operators

from Lp(G) to Lf¿?.

Proof.  If an operator is bounded from 7,P(G) to Lp¿f, then it is bounded

from LP(G) to L\\t, because Lp£ is continuously imbedded in LqaT(G).

To prove the converse inclusion, we modify an argument due to Coifman

[Coi]. Suppose that T is a bounded convolution operator from LP(G) to L\\t,

with norm D.  Let /G CC(G). Fix a set E with 0 < m(E) < a, and suppose that

ir/(x)| > X > 0 for aU x in E. Let TV be the smaUest integer for which Nm(E)

>a.  Choose elements {xn}^=1 of the kernel of the modular function so that

the translates R(xn)f have disjoint support, and so that m(\JN= x Exn) > a; this

is possible because the kernel of the modular function is not compact. Let K be

a compact subset of U^= i Exn ^^ tnat a/2 < mC0 ** a-

Define the Rademacher functions {rn}"=0 as m tSte 3> P- 1°4] • For each

point t in the unit interval [0, 1], let Ft be the function on G given by Ft =

2L, rn(t)R(xn)f, and let gt = T(Ff). Then
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(40)       SK tew** < {*> SG wt(x)\pdx\ x'py.

Because the functions i?(xn)/have disjoint support, and because \\R(xn)f\\p =

||/||p for all «, the right side of inequality (40) is equal to (DNxlp\\f\\p)q, for

aU t.  Now, by Fubini's theorem,

Jo L ^tWtodt = fx ft \gt(x)\qdtdx,

and, by a standard property of Rademacher series [Ste 3, p. 278], the inner

integral on the right is at least C~qÇZN=l \Tf(xx~x)\2)ql2, for a constant Cq

that is independent of x.  Since each point x of K belongs to x?xn for some «,

and \Tf(xx~x)\ > X for this value of «, the left side of inequality (40) is at least

Çk/Cq)qm(K). Hence

(41) (a/2)1/"(VC,)<öxV1/"||/||p.

But m(E) < 2a/N, so that

(42> lm(E)xlp < 2xlp+x'qaxlp-xlqCqD\\f\\p.

Therefore,

(43) sup txlp(Tf)*(t) < 21/P+1/«a1/i'-1/</C0£>||/L.
t<a Ht>

This proves that T is a bounded operator from LP(G) to £fa'r°\ and completes

the proof of the theorem.

Our estimate (43) for the weak-type (p, p) norm of T depends on the

parameter a, and on D, which also depends on a.  To characterize the space of

convolution operators of weak type (p, p), we consider the dependence of D on a.

Corollary 29. Let G be a locally compact group that is not compact.

Let 1 < p < °°, and let q < p.  Suppose that T is a bounded convolution opera-

tor from LP(G) to Lqat, with norm Da. Then Tis of weak type (p, p) if and only if

(44) Da = 0(axlq-xlp)   asa^oo.

If TEL^p, then

sup tx'p(Tf)*(t) < 11711 ll/||p,   for aU / in LP(G).

Proof.   If TELp-p, then

Hence

[S¡ (Tf)*(t)qdtJ'q < imill/llp(j0fl rqipdt\lq

= \\n\\f\\po(axiq-xip),

and statement (44) follows.
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Suppose, on the other hand, that

(45) Da<Cax'q-llp,

for some constant C, and all large values of a.  Let / G CC(G), let X > 0, and let

E be a set of positive, but finite, measure on which |7/| > X. Choose the param-

eter a so large that inequality (45) holds, and so that a > m(E). Then, by

inequality (42),

hn(E)xlp < 21lp+l'qC • Cq\\f\\p.

This proves that T is of weak type (p, p), and completes the proof of the corol-

lary.

Theorem 27 provides an infinite famUy of distinct Banach spaces, on any

infinite compact group, namely the Lq spaces with q < p, such that the space of

bounded convolution operators from Lp to any of these spaces coincides with

Lp'p. A simüar famüy of spaces exists on any noncompact, nondiscrete group.

If q < p, let Cp'q(G) consist of aU functions fon G such that

[j>w]1/,-ofr1/*-1/') asa

To make Cp,q(G) a Banach space, we identify functions that differ only on

locaUy nuU sets, and we define the norm of each element /in Cp,q(G) to be

sup a1 lp-x'qWr(t)qdtY'q.

It is easy to verify that LP-°°(G) C Cp'q(G) for aU q < p, and that Cp'q(G) C

CP'T(G) if r < q; moreover, these inclusions are strict if G is not discrete.

Corollary 30. Let G be a locally compact group that is not compact,

and let q <p <°°.  Then the space of bounded convolution operators from

LP(G) to Cp'q(G) is just Lp-p, with an equivalent norm.

Proof.   This is merely a restatement of CoroUary 29.

Observe that we cannot replace the space Cp,q(G) by Lqar, in CoroUary 30,

because every element of Lr(G), with r > p, is a bounded operator from LP(G)

to ¿?ar, and Lp(G)</LLp'~.

Remark 16. The method of proof of Theorem 28 can also be used to

prove Theorem 27, and to show in addition that, if G is compact, 1 < p < 2,

and q <p, then

imi     <21/p+1/"c,imi
Lp',p Lp

for aU T in Lq(G). The proofs of Theorem 28 given in [Ste 2], [Saw], [Dos],

and [Gar] do not lead to explicit estimates on the norm of T in Lp,p.
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Added in proof. Michael Cowling has recently shown that, if G is a

semisimple Lie group, with finite centre, and if 1 < p < 2, then LP(G) * L2(G)

C L2(G); this proves the conjecture made in Remark 9.
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